We presented a very fast and robust method of text line segmentation based on the DCT blocks of color image without decompression and binary transformation processes.
Introduction 1)
OCR performance is greatly degraded when layout structure of document is complicated, e.g. invoice Standard OCR engines internally incorporate document layout segmentation process in order to enhance overall OCR performance.
In text documents recognition, line segmentation is a modeling problem of three variables [1] : skew variability, line proximity, and fragmentation. In this paper, we ignore skew variablity to focus on document image acquired from calibrated devices. 
Related Works
Projection based method uses projection profile of pixel values along with specific directions. Basic recursive XY mincut on binary image is introduced in [2] , which is used widely. Haralick [3] suggested horizontal and vertical projection on the bounding boxes of connected components rather than binary image itself. Bounding box of a connected component is filled as black. This method improves the traditional projection method with high cost of computational complexity to retrieve connected components. To relieve the complexity, in [4] , projection profile on edge map is considered. But the reduced complexity is not enough. The weakest aspect of projection profiling is its directional dependency, i.e. poor results from the projection on skewed document. To minimize the directional dependency, piecewise projection is employed by [5] in which document is divided into 8 columns. Unlike the previous methods based on binary image, projection profile on gray scale is studied in [6] .
This method implements gaussian convolution and automatic detection of scale space which requires large computational complexity.
Smearing method is bottom-up method based on run-length smoothing algorithm(RLSA). The basic idea is introduced in [2] . Focusing on separation of overlapping and touching text strokes for which standard RLSA is not effective, fuzzy run-length smoothing algorithm is suggested in [7] . However the performance is still sensitive on the choice of parameter values defining fuzzy algorithm and on the choice of 1D or 2D smoothing scheme.
Grouping method is representative of bottom-up approach using feature unit in document such as pixel, connected components, or salient points. Among several approaches, baseline segment [8] , edge map on variance image [9] , and level set [10] are considered as salient feature set, respectively. As a common weakness of bottom-up method, computational complexity is high for all of those methods mentioned above.
As a classical and robust method introduced in [2] , hough transformation can be applied to fluctuating lines. However the method is not useful with presence of graphics in document.
Machine learning theory is a good candidate to recognize line patterns. Oztop et al. [11] adopt repulsive attractive network to locate baseline in document as a implementation of self-organization map framework. New clustering technique of distance learning is recently applied to line segmentation problem in [12] .
As non-traditional other methods, stochastic method of hidden markov model [13] , stroke filter method based on morphology operation [14] , wavelet analysis [15] are published.
In this paper, we apply classical projection method on hierarchical image pyramid retrieved from DCT block. Simplicity of projection method and reduced size image space in pyramid greatly improve the speed. Performance is improved through markovian modeling of periodicity of line location.
Text Line Segmentation Model
As a part of project for real-time document processing, our method is applied on the 8x8 size reduced low resolution image corresponding to the third level in image pyramid. To retrieve 8x8 reduced low resolution image and its edge map, we access to DCT block in JPEG stream. There is almost no processing time to get the two sub-images. Projection profile method is employed on the two sub-images to locate the horizontal white strips and the vertical columns. For the horizontal white strips, projection profile on AC image is considered and for the vertical column strips, projection profile on DC image is Using the block DCT we construct two gray scale images, AC composition image and DC image, as the following way. For construction of AC image, The three primary AC coefficients (a01, a10, a11) are averaged to represent the corresponding pixel value. For construction of DC image, DC coefficient (a00) is selected to represent the corresponding pixel value. (Fig. 3) shows the process.
AC image corresponds approximately to edge strength of level three sub-image in image pyramid while DC image to average value of corresponding block.
Projection Profile and Min Cut for Text Line Segmentation
In order to find white strips between text lines, projection profile method is employed on the AC image constructed at the previous section. As seen in (Fig. 4) vertical projection profile, h(y), is built as follows: for ( Fig. 5) shows the resulting vertical projection profile, h(y), on the sample image in (Fig. 4) . The maximal (Fig. 5) graphical representation of vertical projection profile of the sample image ( Fig. 7) illustration of the white strips obtained from min-cut algorithm without consideration of periodicity of occurrecne points of h(y) indicate strong evidence of presence of white strips.
Our local maxima finding algorithm is based on non-maximal suppression: after suppress the non-maximal and minimal points within window size of 3, we filter out weak gradient point. Among strong gradient points, we match the pair of maximal and minimal points. Some of the maximal and minimal points are further filtered out if there is no bijective matching of alternative occurrence.
As seen in (Fig. 6 ), non-maximal supression leaves 5 extreme points (blue and red). Our min-cut algorithm of bijectivity can filter out two spurious maximal points (colored red).
( Fig. 6 ) illustration of finding local extreme points. The blue triangles indicate true local extremes while red circle do noise in profile.
A result of min cut is displayed in (Fig. 7) . The red lines in (Fig. 7) correspond to local maxima in (Fig. 5) . From the bottom, there is a missing white strip (yellow dotted line) between the fourth and the fifth. The point under the red triangle in (Fig. 5) is correspond to the missing strip. To resolve this problem, we employed markov modeling.
Markov Model For Dectecing Missing Text Lines
As seen in (Fig. 7) , projection profile method misses white strips when density of texts are not uniform over the text lines. We employ markov modeling to recover the missing features. We denote a markov model M = M(w, P), where w and P denote the finite states and the transition probability matrix, respectively. The random variable w represent height of text line, ranging from 1 to n. For the convenience, we set n = 16. In (Fig. 8) we illustrate that a missing text line is recovered throuhg markov modeling (see the fifth text line from the bottom). (Fig. 8) 
Experimental Results

Data
As seen in <Table 1> we used 5 different type of 
Test Results
The simulation has been performed on the single core processor with 1.90 GHz CPU speed and 4 GB memory space.
<Table 2> shows the processing times for each catergory of dataset as described in <Table 1>. It displays in each document category as well as the minimum, the first quatile, the median value processing (Fig. 9) illustration of text line segmentation on sample images from the five types of data sets: type-1, type-2, type-3, type-4, type5, type-5, from top to bottom and from left to right.
time, the third quartile, and the maximum processing time, from left to right in column, respectively. For each type of the document, our DCT method is shown the upper row and the conventional method (using the projection profile method [2] ) is shown in the lower row.
The time scale is 1000 times of a milli-second. 
Remarks
The document segmentation is a very hard subject if it is not unsolvable. The document layout analysis is a part of document segmentation. The text line segmentation is a basic part of the document layout analysis.
In this paper we presented a very fast method for text line segmentation. The speed came from that our method skipped the stage of decompressing the image data. We will use the DCT based text segmentation method as the base for the more complicated layout analysis.
The output text of OCR is usually unstructured. The conventional text processing methods, using the query and correction, are good for the well structured text data (such as web page). The text line segmentation transfers the unstructured texts to the semi-structured texts, which results in better use of the text processing methods.
When it comes to perform OCR with the color documents, the accuracy is usually poor compared with the case of the binary documents. For this reason, most of the OCR engines take the binary image as the input, which makes the binary conversion is unavoidable for OCR with the color image. However, a good binary conversion takes a long processing time. In this context, a fast and accurate binary conversion is important. Our DCT method also has potential to be extended to binarization.
